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QUESTION 1

You need to identify which permission can be set only on a form that has date effective data. Which permission should
you identify? 

A. Correct 

B. Create 

C. Delete 

D. Read 

E. Update 

Correct Answer: A 

For example, you have a role where you set the PastDataAccess property to Read, the Current- DataAccess to Update,
and FutureDataAccess to Delete. The role also includes a privilege that contains a permission to a valid time state table 

where the EffectiveAccess property is set to Cor- rect. As a result, the role has read access to past records, update
access to current records, and correct access to future records. 

Note: 

To grant access to the records in a valid time state table, you use the role-based security. You can specify whether a
role can view, create, or update records in the table. 

* When you add date effective fields to a form, you use one of the following patterns. 

Show the current value. 

Show a list of editable records. 

Show a read-only list of records. 

Reference: Date Effective Data Sources for Forms [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 2

You need to provide a user from Active Directory with access to Dynamics AX. The user will access Dynamics AX by
using the Dynamics AX client. The user will be an internal user. In addition to the users functional role, which two roles
should you assign to the user? Each cor- rect answer presents part of the solution. 

A. Manager 

B. Guest 

C. Employee 

D. Claims user 

E. System user 
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Correct Answer: CE 

C: Microsoft Dynamics AX users are internal employees of your organization, or external cus- tomers and vendors, who
require access to Microsoft Dynamics AX to perform their jobs. 

E: The System user security role represents a worker who is enabled to use basic Microsoft Dy- namics AX features
such as alerts. 

Incorrect: 

Not B: The Guest security role must be assigned to the guest user account to grant access to the tables and web
content that are needed for anonymous access to the public Enterprise Portal site. Not D: A claims user is a type of
Microsoft 

Dynamics AX user. Claims users are authenticated by an external system, not by Application Object Server (AOS). To
gain authorization to access services, a claims user must be authenticated, and then impersonated by a trusted 

intermediary user. 

A trusted intermediary must always be an Active Directory user, never a claims user. A trusted intermediary can
impersonate any other Microsoft Dynamics AX user, even a claims user. 

Reference: Create new users in Microsoft Dynamics AX [AX 2012]; Minimize System user security role (SystemUser)
[AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 3

You have a job that contains the following X++ code: (Line numbers are included for reference only.) 

You need to identify which code must be inserted at line 10 to ensure that line 12 executes. Which code segment should
you insert at line 10? 

A. Catch (exception::error) 

B. Catch (exception::warning) 

C. Catch (exception::sequence) 

D. Catch (exception::numeric) 

Correct Answer: D 
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A numeric exception is thrown when a problem occurs during the use of any numerical function as is clearly the case in
this code sample. 

Note: 

In X++, an exception is represented by a value of the enum named Exception. A frequently thrown exception is
Exception::error enumeration value. 

The catch statements are processed in the same sequence that they appear in the X++ code. It is common to have the
first catch statement handle the Exception::Error enumeration value. 

One strategy is to have the last catch statement leave the exception type unspecified. This means it handles all
exceptions that are not handled by a previous catch. This strategy is appropriate for the outermost try - catch blocks. 

X++ 

try { /* Code here. */ } 

catch (Exception::Numeric) { info("Caught a Numeric exception."); } catch { info("Caught an exception."); } 

Reference: Exception Handling with try and catch Keywords [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 4

You have a Dynamics AX development environment. You need to delete the data in a specific table manually. What
should you use? 

A. The Type hierarchy browser 

B. The Delete Actions of the table 

C. The Code profiler 

D. The Table Browser 

Correct Answer: D 

After you have created a forms interface and entered data in a table, you can use the table browser to view and edit
data. Reference: Use the Table Browser to View, Add, Modify, or Delete Records [AX 2012] 

 

QUESTION 5

Which elements can contain X++ methods? 

A. Info parts 

B. Tables 

C. Enumerators 

D. Extended data types (EDTs) 

Correct Answer: B 
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Every table object has instance methods that can be categorized as either system-defined or ap- plication- defined. 

Tables in Microsoft Dynamics AX have a number of system-defined methods, such as insert, validateField,
validateWrite. 

Note: 

Methods can be created on many kinds of items in the AOT other than just classes. The list in- cludes the following: 

Maps 

Views 

Data Sets 

Forms 

Queries 

Reference: Table Methods [AX 2012] 
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